
Size list

※ Total width (if the seat width is 40cm)
※ Unit: cm
The value inside the (   ) indicates the size when folded.

Standard Self-propelled Standard Attendant-propelled Multifunctional Self-propelled Multifunctional Attendant-propelled

Wide variety with totally
16 types at your choice
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● Products in this catalogue are for general family use. (exclusive of those products categorized as for facility use)
● Please study the "Operation and installation manual" carefully before use. Should you have any enquiry, please contact your dealer.
● Part of the products in this catalogue may have restriction on their usage and location etc. and may require installation service by 
   professionals. Please contact your dealer for detail for information.

● The specification and outlook are subject to change without notice due to product improvement.
● Please note that the colour may differ slightly from the printed matter and the actual product.
● For details of products in this catalogue, please contact your dealer.

Safety cautions

Before purchase

Light weight wheelchair  
Licle R

Type Seat width Propelling type Weight (kg) Product Number Colour

Standard

40cm

Width

Self-propelled      10.3
PN-S401100A Navy

PN-S401100R Wine red

Attendant-propelled      9.0
PN-S401101A Navy

 PN-S401101R Wine red

42cm

Width

Self-propelled     10.3
PN-S401120A Navy

 PN-S401120R Wine red

Attendant-propelled       9.0
PN-S401121A Navy

PN-S401121R Wine red

Multifunctional

40cm

Width

Self-propelled       11.2
PN-S401200A Navy

PN-S401200R Wine red

Attendant-propelled       9.8
PN-S401201A Navy

PN-S401201R Wine red

42cm

Width

Self-propelled       11.2
PN-S401220A Navy

PN-S401220R Wine red

Attendant-propelled       9.8
PN-S401221A Navy

PN-S401221R Wine red

List of Dimensions
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Flippable armrest
Flippable armrests make side 
transfer easy.

Swing-out type (open type) of footrests
Swing-out and detachable footrests can deal with various 
scenes of transfer.

The back support matches your 
body shape 
The backward bending shape of the upper part
allows more space to shoulders and upper body 
and reduce forward slipping.

Separate type of leg supports
The footrests are separated to left and right for 
easily getting on and off the wheelchair and also 
make foot rowing easy.

Wide front frame
The front part of the frame is wide opened and 
more footspace for easy front transfer.

Built-in functions for easier transfer to the standard type

Multifunctional type

Light weight with focus on detail

Standard type

9.0kg 9.8kg

Standard type 
(attendant-propelled)

Multifunctional type 
(attendant-propelled)

Colour with a sense of fine quality, and user-friendly shape

bending

Colour with a sense of fine quality, and user-friendly shape

Fine quality
Comfortable champagne gold colour, light 
and strong frame with secure structure.

Due to light weight, less strain on loading 
and unloading the wheelchair.

As no screw on surface, no direct contact with skin or clothes.No worry of air leak. Safe ride all the time.

Light weight

 Comfortable ride with no punk tyre Seat with care on safety

Comfortable 
champagne gold colour

Urethane 
foam

Users feel comfortable

Less strain on the attendant

Commitment to high quality

Comfortable design makes your going-out enjoyable in every way

Attendant brakes can be operated 
with little force.
The brakes can be firmly pressed down 
with little force.
Caliper brake (drum type) used.

Natural angle of the 
footrests
The footrest angle is 
close to horizontal that 
allows you ride on the 
wheelchair with less 
strain on the ankles.

Height of the footrests
3 levels of adjustment
Adjustable distance of 
35, 37, 39cm from the
seat.

[Self-propelled/Attendant-propelled]
※Picture: Self-propelled, wine red

[Self-propelled/Attendant-propelled]
※Picture: attendant-propelled, navy

100kg
Load capacity

Seat width

40cm
42cm

100kg
Load capacity

Seat width

40cm
42cm


